Resources for Evaluating iPad Apps

   Offers 8 criteria as well as excellent suggestions

   The article that motivated our move to tablets; excellent menu of apps; tips to network & sync

   First in a series of 3 texts

   A group of advisors talk apps- consider audience, discuss advantage to learning

   With annotations, a list from a Dad, sources for educational apps, fun apps. The annotations to the sources lets you know how in-depth the reviews are.

   List of Top 10 educational apps

   Compares tablets and discusses setting where ipads are being used (retail, cockpits, restaurants)
North Shore Public Library: iPad apps

Art & Music
123 Color
Art Authority
Aweditorium
Doodle Buddy
Doodle Bug
Ed Emberley’s Shake & Make
Juno’s Piano
Little Things
My Playhome
Sketchbook Upad

Math
Fraction Monkey
Kidgitz
Math Bingo
Math Blaster B-Force Blaster
Rush Hour
Savings Spree
Shape Builder
Symmetry Shuffle
Toca Store

Reading Writing
Blue Hat, Green Hat
Cat in the Hat
Don’t let the pigeon run this app!
Dragon Book-How to Train Your Dragon
Fantastic Flying Books of Morris Lessmore
Monster at the end of this book
Montessori Crosswords
Moo Baa La La La
Mulberry Street
Nash Smasher
Pop Out! Peter Rabbit
Toy Story 2
Treasure Kai
Wild About Books
Science
ABC Wildlife
Bobo and Light
Dinopedia (National Geographic)
Magic School Bus: Oceans
Solar System (National Geographic)
Toca Boca Doctor
World of Ants
X is for X-Ray

Social Studies
Stack the Countries
Stack the States
Unites States Map Puzzle

Others
Bartley’s Book of Buttons, Vol.2
Little Pim Spanish
Marble Mixer
Plants vs Zombies
Puzzle Pop!
SAT ACT Study
Sid Meier’s Pirates!
Toca Hair Salon
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GumDrop Tech Series Case for Apple iPad

- Complete security for the iPad 2, including screen and port covers
- Dual material construction for multiple layers of shock absorption
- Reinforced rubber bumpers on the corners
- Amazon.com $59.95

Apple iPad VGA Adapter

- Connects iPad to your television, projector, or VGA display to see your videos and slideshows on the big-screen
- Amazon.com $29.29